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Alcohol enforcement rises
Local law officials will be increasing patrol for DUIs and underage drinking during the month of April.
SCOTTIE WHITELEY

simply for underage drinking," said
Link, although underage drinking is
definitely a part of it.
"We'll be checking places that
April has officially been named
Alcohol Awareness Month, and that is sell alcohol, making sure they're not
certainly the case in Clemson. Pickens selling it to people who are underage."
However, officers may not be
County officers have teamed up
with the Clemson University Police as easy to spot as they typically are.
Department for a stricter enforcement "You'll see a combination of uniformed
officers and plainof underage
clothed officers,
and excessive
"Spring is here, the weather just
depends
drinking, as
well as drunk is warmer, and we're going to on the type of
driving.
try to reduce the amount of operation," said
Link.
"We'll
alcohol consumption."
"For underage
be working
drinking, it will
with the city
and Pickens County folks on alcohol probably be officers in plain clothes.
enforcement," said Chief of Police For traffic safety points, it will
obviously be uniformed officers. If it's
Johnson Link.
"It's a comprehensive enforcement parties, it could be a combination of
plain-clothed officers and uniformed
effort."
"During the early spring we see officers," said Link.
The repercussions of underage
an increase in the number of people
who are out partying, celebrating, and drinking are steep, with fines up
we see an additional use of alcohol," to $500, community service, and
said Link. "Governors have claimed mandatory alcohol and drug
this month as an increase in alcohol awareness classes.
The initiative goes beyond
enforcement."
"Spring is here, the weather regulating the sale and consumption
is warmer, and we're going to try of alcohol; another important part of
to reduce the amount of alcohol this increased enforcement extends to
the roads.
consumption," said Link.
"You'll see an increase in traffic
The increased enforcement is "not
NEWS EDITOR

Lt. James Cheeks and other CUPD officers will be patrolling campus and setting up traffic checkpoints.

safety points," said Link. "The idea
there is people will say, 'Oh the police
are out there, I'm not going to have
too much to drink,' or they'll take
measures to comply with the law."

Student and civilian safety is the
main objective behind this month's
increased alcohol enforcement,
and officers hope it will deter
overconsumption.

"There's two or three weeks of
school left, the warm weather is here;
the idea is to be responsible, to look
out for one another, to take care of
each other," said Link.

SigmaPalooza: Good
music, great cause

Students
sweep trash

Four fraternities host benefit concert.

Cleaning project beautifies numerous
spots on campus.

KRISTIN BENDER
STAFF WRITER

The excitement was palpable this past Friday
night as the bands started playing and SigmaPalooza
officially began. Sponsored by fraternities Sigma Alpha
Epsilon, Sigma Chi, Sigma Phi Epsilon and Sigma Pi,
SigmaPalooza was "a fun night of good music," said
Luke Powell, president of Sigma Pi. Though certainly
fun, the three-band festival held at Tiger Park served a
greater purpose.
"While music and fun are a large part of this event,
we are also focused on raising money for charity,"
said Ronnie • Fields of the Sigma Phi Epsilon Event
Committee. Indeed, the sponsoring "Sigma" fraternities,
with the exception of Sigma Nu, decided to donate a
portion of the event's proceeds to the American Red
Cross Japan Earthquake and Pacific Tsunami Relief
Fund.
The idea of SigmaPalooza at Clemson started two
years ago. Although the event did not take place last year,
it was once again brought to the table when the brothers
of Sigma Phi Epsilon expressed interest.
"A couple of Sig Eps wanted to restart SigmaPalooza
this year because they said they had so much fun at
the last one and missed not having one last year," said
Wesley AlthofF, vice president of Sigma Phi Epsilon. The
fraternities have been coordinating since the fall semester,

see PALOOZA page A3
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Papadosio was one ot three per
stage at this year's SigmaPalooza.
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Tuesday April 5 marked the
day of the 16th annual Clemson
Sweep, and this year's sweep
proved to be yet another successful
campus-wide cleaning initiative.
At 10 a.m., students gathered
in a multitude of areas, navigating
through Bowman Field, Sirrine
Hall, the horseshoe, Hendrix,
and ambling all the way to Mel
Hall and the Wooden Cemetery.
Tiger Brotherhood, an honors
organization here at Clemson,
requested to cover the Wooden
Cemetery area.
Thirteen
different
organizations volunteered for the
event, with approximately 150 to
160 students participating.
Individual
students
and
organizations signed up online,
a process adopted from previous
Sweeps. This year's flyers were

We're[orTtgweb:
www.theitgfifliews.com
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created in an attempt to show
what Clemson Sweep is all about.
"One thing that was really
nice to know is that they didn't
do it for the service hours... a lot
of them did it just because," said
Jesse Reyes, Director of Campus
and Community Development.
Sophomore Lauren Reichard
heard about the sweep through
her club volleyball team. "It's an
hour of our time," she said. "It
just allowed me to see. People
throw trash around; it's really
gross actually." Overall, Reichard
said that she enjoyed helping out.
The event ended at 3:30 p.m.,
but instead of throwing away the
waste immediately, Reyes wanted
to count it first.
He took a different spin on the
Sweep this year in order to raise
awareness among other students
who had not participated.
The total trash count came to

o

see SWEEP page A3
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Tke, Hnisort $AgeJ OompAnij is +e*ming Hp wi+k A fe*J of de*vsort's
mArke^ing mAJors Ani service, orgAnizA+ions, AS wdl AS TAkeAlo+e, AnJl
Tige*w, 4T> p*4- on A ckAri+<J Mnwu+for H«Jpirtg \\*AJ& of Gle>mson.
fcjjAn /AeJirto, owne*r of Tin*, JJ^sort fcAgd GompAnij, is in ckArge, of
All -Hie, mArke/ring effor+s for -Hie, business. I Jle<jJle,Jl AS I WAS beginning
4D ope* +ke, b«sine*s -H\A4- I WArtkJl +o ge/f- some, oolkge, inkrns; I WAn+eJl
+» give, +ke** 4ke, opporf*ni+<j +o b*iU A ^e^Mme, Arti 4* AJIJI some, vAUe, 4*
4ke^r lives," sAii /VWino.
^^
"l^e, cAme, »p wi+k +ke, Ue* of Jloing A ckAri+tj fcortoeY+Z sAJJl Jessie,
Tkompson, +ke, mArke4ing Afti grApkics Jlesigne*' for 4ke, proje*-4- AnJl A
grApkic commHrticA-fions mAJor A+- GWson. "We, gof +o ieveJop ewe-rij+king
from SCTA4XJI."
^^
'Tkis is -M-AIIM r«* b(j -Hie, in+itrns; I 4ko«gk+ if wo*U be, A goo* rb&Mt,
bwiUer if I U/f- +ke*n io e/ve^jj+king bij 4ke**se4ves ArtJl j«s4- ove^sAW
4ke, process, W-'s 4IO+AII|J be** AII on 4ta*," SAU /A*lino. Tkexj've, be**
responsible, for mos4- of +ke, ie^isions. WV me*4- once, A we-eJX +x> iisc^ss
wkA+- 4ke/j WAn4- 4x> Jlo Arti kow +K«wjVe, going +o go Abo*+ M-. I e^ve^ give,
+ke*v ApprovAl or I +e4l 4ke*»v 4T> 4riJ 4T> Jlo some4king Jliffe*W4ij."
"We/re, 4r<jin« h> ke4p o«+ JteJping ^AS GkiUre* S Abuse, Ge*4W
sAii Tkompson. Hoping \\MAS, is Art e**e<rge*ctj skeJ+e*- for Ab*seJl AnJl
ne^le^Jl ckiUre*, wko Are, p«+ in 4kis kome, *n+il fos+ev cAre, stWions
Are, figured o«*+. Tke, kome, strives U provUe, mis4reA-k,i ckiUre* wi+k
A sAfe, ArtA loving e*vironme*+- 4kA+ me^s AII of 4kenV immeJliAk, ne«,As.
Tkis is Ao± +ke, firsf 4ime, flMino kAs be*n involve,Jl in A pkilAn4k*>pic
eA«*4- for 4ke, orgAnizAfion. "UAS-I- Sefk^bev I X\X A funirAiseY 5k
eve*4- fo*- iHping IJAnis of de^son. I kAi siV in+e^ns sign Mp for4kis se^es-kr, Ani I fcne*i | wAn+e,Jl U io Ano4W fnnJl*-Aise^. I JliAn'-lne^ssA^ilij spe*jfij 4kA+ if kAi -k be, for ^ping IWs, U+fke, inWns
kAve, speA»^e^Ue«A 4ke, wkole, process; +ke^j X^aXzJ. 4kA+ +ke^j *JAn+eJl
4ke,fHn^AiseY4i> kdp +|«4ping lUnis of devmson," SAJA /A*4ino.

"^e, go AnJl voLn+e*-*- A4- +ke, kowse, A IO4- ArtA pUij wi+k -fke, fais/' SAI'JI
Tkompson. "Tke, tonJli+ions Aire^M- kovrible,, b«-l-4kexj ne«,Jl moire, spA&e, Ani
moire, f «nJlirtg. AH +ke, mA-feYJAls +ke^j kAve, Aire, e+KkeY <AonA-k,<A or bowgk-f
o^\ IWiir veY«J SMAII b»Jlge4-. TkevjjVe, 4r«jing 4» e«pAn<A bexAMse, +ke^j've,
oM-(-gtroi»in -fkewir Aire^. Tke^jVe, 4r^ing -fro erfke*- bwiU on +t> 4k«, koMse, or
rAise, e^ongk mone^j -do bnij A wkole, ne*j kowse,, so we,Ve,-frtjing 4v kdp +ke^n
OM-I-

witk +kA4-."

One*, +ke, -f«Am kAi +ke, Ue* for A cJdArittj con&e^rl-, +ke^j riu\ck<iyA OH4+o Tige^roAr AnJl TA^eAlo+e,. "Tke^jVe, Jloing +ke, wnc*<*+ fre«, j»f ckAtrge, so
+KA+ more, mone/j tArt go 4vWArJls -IJeJping ffAnJls," SAJJI Tkompson.
"iMe, AISO t«n+At4«Jl Jljffe*-e*4- seYvi&e,frA+eYni+ie* +0 se*, if 4ke^j cowU
ge^- involved in keeping MS seJI +icke4s/ pn44ing «p fl«je*-s, 4kA+ sor+ of +king.
We,'re, pAr+ne^r«,J> wHHv (?AmmA ^psilon TA«, An kortors seyvi&e, orgAnizA4ion
for GrApkic OommMnieA-fions s+wJle^l+s, &AmmA SigmA SigmA, A service,
sorori+tj, AnJl Pki SigmA Pi, wkitk is A to-e,Jl se^rvic*, frA+»>rnilij."
AI+ko*gk vArioHS Cle^son s+*»Jle^fs Are, involve,Jl, Tke, 'IjuJlson ^Age4
OompAntj is pUijing A mAjor role, in 4kis proje-c-4-. 'Tkexj've, f«nJle,Jl if since,
+ke, beginning," saiA Tkompson. TkeAjVe, pAiJing for +ke, c«s4- of TillmAn AnJl
for prin+ing AnJl Aive^+ising, AnJl +keVre, nof+A^ing Anjj of 4ke, proe*e,Jls."
"lOO/i' of 4ke, proc*e,Jls will go -K> ne^pwg i^AnJls," SAU /A«Jino.
Ano+ker be^efif of Ike, proje^f is +kA+ 4ke, tkiUre* from l|dping
\\MA& will be, Able,+o tome, o*4- AnJl se«e,+ke, concert-. *^e,'re, re<Allij e^ti+e,Jl
4kAf we, gof Art oppor+nni+ij h> Ao Ikis/ SAJJl Tkompson.
tt

l Appre*JA+e, Cle^son Unive^rsi+ij keeping o«4- wrfk +ke, process AnJl
ge/Wina Hs in+e^ns; if's be^n A gre*l- e^pe^ie^fre,/ SAI'JI foAmo.
TicM+s for +ke, conc^rf, wki&k will be, kdi on friAAij April 22 A47:00 p.m. in TillmAn, Are, be<ing soU on 4-ke, librArij briJlge,. Tke^e, will be,
A AonA+ion for bAgeJs stjs-km: Antjone, wko JlonA+es monexj loWArJls 4ke,
eve*+ re<^ives A bAgeJ. Tickets cAn AISO be, pHrtkAseJl A+Tke, J^Jlson
^AgeJ CompAntj: 4ke^j Are, %b in AJlvAnce, AnJl %% A++ke, Mnc«*+.
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NEWS EDITOR
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289 pounds. Total recyclables
were counted at 111 pounds, a
38 percent recycle rate.
"If you're looking for trash,
you'll find it," said Reyes.
He said he noticed that
volunteers were digging through
the bushes, looking both over
and under things. "It's an eyeopening experience that you
don't normally see on a regular
day."
Reyes
commended
the
Solid Green Committee, who
collaborated with the Clemson
Facilities department on this
event to supply trash bags, gloves
and recycle bins.
As it is his last year in
office, Reyes is passing on the
position of director to Kimberly
Ingram, a student who is just
as enthusiastic about continuing
the tradition as he is.
"It intrigues me because it is
a wonderful opportunity to give
back to a campus that gives us so
much," she said.
She plans on gathering a
team next year to celebrate the
17th anniversary of the Clemson
Sweep.
"It's the matter of it being
a tradition and people looking
forward to doing it," said Reyes.
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CUSG modifies funding
policies

SWEEP from page Al
•

♦

Greek Life and other student organizations included in new initiative.
JACOB WEBB
STAFF WRITER

A major change in Clemson
University Student Government
funding policies was passed recently,
allowing social Greek organizations
to request funds for the first time.
CUSG Treasurer Rhett Ricard
said that the changes will benefit
fraternities and sororities that
were previously excluded from
applying for funding as individual
organizations.
Fraternities and sororities can
now make monetary requests from
the Student Activity Fee funds,
which are distributed by the
funding board through Student
Government.
The changes began to come
about at the end of the previous
school year; as this year's treasurer,
Ricard sought to finish the project,
which he did by proposing a bill
sponsored through Student Senate.
Senate ultimately passed the bill.
Ricard said that there were

reasons why these organizations
had previously not been allowed
funding.
"These organizations were
excluded from funding for two
reasons. The first reason is that
Greek Life, made up of the five
Greek councils, receives Student
Activity Fee funds as a Student
Activity organization. The second
reason is that there has traditionally
been a stigma with funding social
organizations," said Ricard. He
said that both of these issues were
addressed when considering the
proposed changes.
"In regard to the funds
received from the Student Activity
Fee funds, these were changed
because the Greek Life councils
do not distribute their allocation
to individual organizations but
use their allocation on the Greek
community as a whole," said Ricard.
"Regarding any social stigmas
attached to Greek life, these
organizations actually have many
expenses for professional or

philanthropic events, which CUSG
absolutely can fund but couldn't
under the previous rules."
Ricard emphasized that the
proposed changes would be
conducted on a reimbursement basis
so that CUSG can oversee that
the allotted funds would be used
appropriately.
Although the proposed changes
to funding related to Greek Life
were passed, other funding-related
proposals were not. Ricard said that
there were discussions over funding
for the "Big 6," an unofficial name
for the six most prominent Student
Activity Organizations on campus:
Central Spirit, CLEMSONLiVE,
Clemson Undergraduate Student
Government, Greek Life, Student
Media, and TigerPaw Productions.
"These organizations do not
have a fundraising requirement like
other organizations, nor is there
a set definition of what a "Big
6" organization even is. Hence,
CUSG looked into both of these
issues, because there are some legal

concerns over these issues since they
are treated differently," said Ricard.
After bringing these issues to the
Student Senate, a definition was set
and a process on how to become a
"Big 6" organization was passed by
Student Senate.
However, they rejected an
amendment that would have forced
the "Big 6" to meet the same
fundraising requirements as other
organizations.
"It was felt that only a process to
establish a definition and a process
to become a 'Big 6' organization
effectively solved any legal issues and
therefore a fundraising requirement
would be unnecessary, which would
also ensure that these organizations
did not receive a financial blow
that could potentially see less
impact from these organizations on
campus," said Ricard.
"There was some debate over
the issue, but a clear majority of
Student Senate passed this bill, and I
believe what we have now is best for
Clemson's student organizations."

PALOOZA from page Al
with the social chairs often doing a
large portion of the planning. "We
wanted to bring back SigmaPalooza
and make it bigger and better than
ever," said Fields.
The sight of students singing
and dancing on the lawn evidenced
the appreciation for this year's band
lineup. Orange Magnolia, a sixmember "jam band," opened the
concert at 7 p.m. Afterwards, DJ
Brenton Duvall shared his original
rap and mixed-genre mashups.
The headlining act was Papadosio,
described by Fields as "an electronic
'jam band' in the same style of Lotus
and STS9." The festive atmosphere
was augmented by the third-party
beer and food vendors on site. Three
Clemson police officers were also in
attendance to provide security.
When asked if SigmaPalooza will
become an annual occurrence on
campus, Fields said that the fraternities
have already started planning next
year's event. "With all the support
we have received so far, I don't see
why we can't make SigmaPalooza the
signature event of the spring."
With the ticket sales from this
year, the event has a good chance
of coming back. Over 1,500 tickets
were sold ($10 in advance and $15
the night of the concert), and $2,000
of the proceeds will go towards
earthquake and tsunami relief in
Japan. Another significant portion
of the money will cover the incurred
band and venue expenses.
Powell reflected on another of the
event's positive outcomes: Clemson's
Greek and non-Greek cohesion.
"Friday night, above all, was about
unity. It was about Clemson students
as a whole. It's no secret that there's
a pretty large disconnect here at
Clemson between Greek students and
non-Greek students; SigmaPalooza
was an attempt to bridge that gap. It
was about Clemson students, Greek
and non-Greek alike, having a fun
time together while benefiting a good
cause."
T-shirts from the event became
available for purchase on Thursday
and will add to the notable revenue
from the outdoor benefit concert.
They were designed by a . local
Clemson artist Andrew Guyon and
are $15 each. Contact ronaldf@
clemson.edu to order a shirt.

SMC SUMMER
COLLEGE - 2011
MAY 25 - JUNE 24
» BIOL 230 | Microbiology
» BIOL 101 | Principles of Biology I
»CSC1101 | Intro to Computer Science
» DRAM 101 | Drama Appreciation
» ENGL 101 | English Composition I
» ENGL 102 | English Composition II
» HLTH 101 | First Aid and Personal Safety
» HLTH 201 | Health Education

SMC ISN'T
TAKING THE
SUMMER OFF
MICROBIOLOGY, STATISTICS
AND MORE CLASSES ARE NOW
AVAILABLE THIS SUMMER.

» HIST 101 | Western Civilization I
» HIST 201 | US History I
» LITR 204 | American Literature II
» MATH 112 | Introductory Statistics
»PHED 118 | Jogging
» PSC1101 | Astronomy & Physics

Summer college at SMC provides the
unique opportunity for students to accelerate their graduation date and to explore
subjects they did not have the opportunity
to take during the academic year.

» PSYC 101 | General Psychology
» RELI 212 | New Testament
» SPAN 101 | Elementary Spanish I
»SPCH201 | Public Speaking
More information about
opportunities available through
the SMC Summer School program
may be obtained by calling the

It is also available to students from other
campuses who wish to transfer credit back
to their home institution. Transient credit
must be approved by the student's home
institution, so check carefully with your
college advisor or registrar.

Office of Admissions at Spartanburg
Methodist College at (864) 587-4213
or 1-800-772-7286.
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©
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Negative Redfern rumors dispelled
On campus posters and social networking promote healthcare services.
SCOTTIE WHITELEY
NEWS EDITOR

Redfern Health Center will be
receiving a lot of positive endorsement
thanks to the efforts of a team of
communications and marketing
students and one of Redfern's health
directors. These students developed
promotional posters and a Facebook
page in an effort to put down negative
misconceptions about the health
center.
As part of COMM 350, students
have to find a solution for an internal
problem within an organization of
their choice. "It's our service learning
project. We had to pick an organization
that we wanted to help and figure out
what we could do to better their
organization," said Angela Young, a
marketing major at Clemson who is
part of the promotional Redfern team.
"We chose Redfern — they're helping
us all the time; we thought we might
help them as well."
"We hear a lot of students being
negative about Redfern," said Marielle
Orr, a communication studies major
who is part of the promotional team
for the health center.

"I'm really glad that they decided
to promote Redfern services," said
Parvin Lewis, Director of Health
Promotion at Redfern. "We do patient
satisfaction surveys at least twice a
year," said Lewis. "There are a lot of
good comments. But if there is one
person who had to wait too long or
one unhappy person they might say
to their friends, 'Don't go to Redfern;
they make you wait all day long.'"
Lewis also recognizes that students
complain about Redfern fees, but she
insists that these costs go a long way.
"If you put all the facts in front of
you, that $ 115 that covers you for
the whole semester is one doctor visit
outside of Redfern," said Lewis. Still,
she says that Redfern never lets anyone
go home without medication if they
don't have the money to pay for it.
Another misconception about
Redfern concerns the staff. "Students
think they're not real doctors here,"
said Orr.
"Look at their diplomas, their
certifications," said Lewis. "They're
real doctors."
Redfern is accredited by the Joint
Commission, which certifies health
care organizations all over the United

States and holds these organizations to
a set of 800 standards for patient care.
"Redfern is the only student health
center in South Carolina that fulfills
this standard," said Orr.
To promote Redfern, Orr, Young
and the rest of their team developed
"Did You Know?" posters, each
containing one of fifteen different
facts about the health center. One
such poster reads, "Did you know that
students who pay the health fee are
entitled to 10 free visits at Counseling
and Psychological Services (CAPS)?"
Michelle Crowley, Caroline
Herlong and Sarah Newport are other
members of the team. "We thought of
the design for the posters together,"
said Orr.
"Students should look for the
posters to be around campus next
week," said Young.
The team is also utilizing Facebook
to promote Redfern. "Preferably it will
be a place for people to share their
experiences, how they liked it," said
Orr. The first 25 people to "like"
Redfern on Facebook will receive a
free T-shirt from the health center.
"This is a way for people to feel more
connected, to know that they can get
information on the Facebook page and

Comm 350 students collaborated with Redfern health officials on PR project.

that they can leave their opinion on
the page as well," said Orr.
Lewis also believes the Facebook
page will have a positive impact on
Redfern and on the patients as well.
"We want to know what students
thought of the doctors, if they waited
too long — let's put everything out
there," she said. Other classes have
done similar promotion projects for
Redfern. "Projects like this make us
so connected to the academics," said
Lewis. "We are encouraged to be

connected to faculty and the students:
to work together and be an academic
institution as well as a health care
provider."
"We want to spread a positive
and truthful word about Redfern,"
said Orr.
"People
who
work
here
are trained and open-minded.
They want to help," said Lewis.
"Their hearts are in it. You have to
really have the best interest of the
student in your heart to work here."

Faculty Spotlight
Dr. Kate Hawkins bids farewell, leaves comm department.
TEDDY KULMALA
STAFF WRITER

During the 90 days of summer, challenge yourself to improve your future.
Whether it's accelerating your degree, or catching up on needed credit
hours, summer school at The Citadel is the perfect way to enjoy the pristine
beaches, 90° temps and historic charm of Charleston while keeping your
education on track. At The Citadel's summer school, you can take advantage of the relaxed, flip-flop friendly atmosphere while benefitting from the
academic excellence of one of the nation's finest colleges.

Sooner or later, every Clemson
student has to take COMM 250.
But there's much more to the field of
communication studies than just public
speaking — at least that's what Dr. Kate
Hawkins, chair of the department of
communication studies, has tried to
emphasize in her eight years at Clemson.
Hawkins will leave Clemson to assume
the position of dean of humanities and
behavioral sciences at Radford University
in Radford, Va. next fall.
"I think there comes a time in your
professional development where you feel
you've done what you set out to do for
yourself," Hawkins said on her decision.
"Just doing more of that same thing
doesn't make you feel any better."
The
communication
studies
department was in shambles when
Hawkins arrived at Clemson in 2003.
By that point, she said, the department
had endured three years of a chair "who
wasn't really effective in that situation,"
in addition to three interim chairs from
other departments. "I just really felt called
to help them," Hawkins said. "I thought,
these people need what I can offer. My
skills fit what they need! When you have
that experience, that 'aha' moment, this
is where I need to be." They started over
from scratch, with what she called "our
new beginning."
Since then, the department
has boasted numerous honors and

Named "Best Value in the South" by U.S. News & World Report, The Citadel
has been educating principled leaders in all walks of life since 1842.

achievements, including an average SAT
score of 1198 and ACT score of 27 in this
year's freshman class of communication
studies majors; regularly having more
than twice as many inductees to Phi
Beta Kappa as any other program on
the Clemson campus, even programs
more than twice its size; and this fall
the department will unleash its first ever
masters program.
More recendy, The Wall Street
Journal recognized the field of
communication — and Clemson's
Department of Communication Studies
— as an outstanding department in a
Top-10 career field.
Hawkins is proud, though, that the
department is developing an image on
campus, becoming "more than just public
speaking." Hawkins attributes this success
to the faculty. "You can't build a program
unless you have the right people," she
said. "Without question, we have the best
faculty we have ever had. These people are
outstanding!"
Dr. Caroline Parsons said Hawkins
brought the department "through some
of the most significant transitions of its
17-year history."
"With her help, we made remarkable
strides in building a stronger curriculum,
establishing a master's degree program and
enhancing our students' level of academic
satisfaction," said Parsons. "Along the way,
she challenged me personally to become a
better teacher and scholar. Her diligence
and authenticity as a mentor is steadfast

and sincere. I will miss her!"
Tearing up, Hawkins said the
response from the communication studies
students to her leaving meant the most to
her. "The thing that mattered the most to
me is how many of them said, 'I always
knew you were there to help me,'" she
said. "They knew if they were in trouble,
if they had a question... I would do
everything I could to help them. And I
would; that's why I answered emails at
two o'clock in the morning. I wanted
to be their go-to person, so they would
never feel alone, never feel that someone
didn't care."
McKenzie Glenn,
a senior
communication studies major, said
Hawkins was the most genuine professor
she's had at Clemson. "It was so obvious to
me how much she cared for her students
and their overall well-being," she said. "I
could have never gotten through college
without her as my professor and mentor.
She will definitely be missed."
Hawkins said this is a good time
to step aside. "You're either going to
stay and lead them through the next
phase, or you're going to step aside and
let somebody else take over," she said,
adding that the department has a bright
future, particularly with its incorporation
of social media into the curriculum and
the possibly of a partnership with CCIT
"These folks are ready to move on on
their own," she said. "It's my time to go be
with someone else and try to do the same
thing for them. I'm excited about it!"
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Tigri Scientific a:
Fruit may hold key to new fruit source.
KARL STEFAN

uct.

STAFF WRITER

An afternoon in the lab with the
research team uncovered the operation behind their project: a bioreactor brewing an orange stew of
bacteria and crushed peaches quietly
releases hydrogen into an aluminum
supply bag.
"It only takes about five grams
of peaches to feed this bioreactor
for an experiment run," said graduate student David Morris. "In the
industry, about 10 percent of peaches are wasted, and in 2009, the U.S.
produced 2 billion, 208 million
pounds of peaches, meaning that
265 million pounds of peaches were
wasted that year — peaches that
could be powering fuel production."
If you multiply those numbers
by every kind of fruit grown in the
US, then this harvesting method
could spread across the nation.
The team has already estimated
that a certain farmer could save ten
thousand dollars a year if hydrogen
fuel produced from wasted fruit is
used to power the processing equip-

Peaches may hold the key to
developing a new fuel source for
transportation, according to the
investigative study of a research
team at Clemson University.
The team, led by Dr. Caye
Drapcho, is researching a bacterial species that naturally produces
hydrogen, which can be used to
power hydrogen fuel cell vehicles.
This bacteria needs sugars in
order to thrive, and a local farmer
has offered a perfect source of food
for the bacteria: wasted peaches.
At Titan Farms, peaches that
don't meet the standards for getting
canned or being sold on the market
are dumped on the edge of the
property and left to rot.
The research group is using
those rejected peaches to make
hydrogen, which is a promising
candidate for alternative fuel.
It burns cleaner than fossil fuels,
leaving only water as a waste prod-

ment at the farm.
The bacteria used to produce
According to the research hydrogen, Thermotoga neapolitana,
team, three major challenges must originally came from heat vents
be overcome before hydrogen can deep in the ocean floor and therebe a widely
fore require
used fuel in
some level of
America.
salinity to surThese "It only takes about five vive.
milestones grams of peaches to feed this
It will be
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hydrogen,

percent of peaches are wasted
and in 2009 the US produced
2 billion, 208 million pounds
or peaches, which means that
265 million pounds of peaches
were wasted that year —
peaches that could be powering
fuel production."

developing a
way to store
it, and building the necessary infrastructure for
using it.
This
peach project aims to
tackle the first problem by producing hydrogen as a biofuel, and it's
not without its own unique set of
advantages and disadvantages.
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,
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The plus
side is that the
bacteria has
been
selectively
bred
to withstand
saline levels well below that of the
ocean, and this species offers benefits in addition in to hydrogen.
It also produces acetic acid,

which has applications in the production of paints, textiles and vinegar, and it flourishes in a warm habitat, which prevents contamination
by other microbes. At the end of the
afternoon, undergraduate researcher
Heather Sprague concocted a curious hot mixture of powders and
peach pulp for the experiment.
"I'm just making some peach
slushies for the bacteria," she said.
If this research comes to fruition, we
may be one step closer to developing an economy based on alternative
fuels.
"There's a lot of promise whenever you do original research like
this, but there's also challenges that
anyone has yet to deal with," said
Morris.
Venturing into the uncharted
field of biofuels may raise challenges, but they are simply steps
toward perfecting a great harvest of
new discoveries.
These peach slushies are powering the production of a new energy
for the future.
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For rent: HOUSE. 3BR/2BA.
Clemson. Washer/Dryer. August.
$800/month. 864-888-7388.

PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN!
SAVE MONEY!
Maine camp needs fun-loving
counselors to teach all land, adventure and water sports. Great summer! Call 888-844-8080,
Apply: campcedar.com

Room for sublease in The Summit.
$484 per month, everything
included. Furnished. Call 540-2394552.

Waitresses needed!
Tiger Cove Grill - 864.225.5993
4023 Whitehall Rd., Anderson, SC
Apply in person (4/15-4/20)
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BIG V AUTOMOTlVE@
BELLSOUTH.NET, 639-5000,
Complete Automotive Repairs, Foreign,
Domestic, Tires, Brakes, Diagnostics,
Moped Sales and Service.
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FOR RENT

House in Clemson. 4BR, 2BA.
. $1080/month. 653-3512.

Need a place to stay in the spring
2012? Looking for a subleaser in
Tiger Town Village. Female preferred who doesn't mind a dog.
$320/month plus roughly $60 in
utilities with two amazing roommates. If interested, contact Eden
at edena@clemson.edu.
University Ridge Apt for rent,
2BR, 2BA. For more information,
803-685-7035.
Room for sublease at Crawford
Falls. $375 per month, everything
included. Call 713-818-8354
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Looking for a house to rent?
Your search is over!
Slann Properties:

PROPERTIES

Specializes in rental homes that are close
to campus (from V4 to 3 miles)
- Has 2 and 3 bedroom rentals available with
leases beginning in May or August
- Includes a washer, dryer and dishwasher in
all houses
- Offers online rent payment and
maintenance requests
■ Treats you with respect and focuses on
keeping you happy

SERVICES

PET CARE: Sitting, walking and
bathing starting at $5! Your place
or mine. Contact smoulto@clemson.edu or 919-522-1125 for more
information.
Remodel. Free Estimates.
Call David (864) 888-7044.

550

By Fax: (864) 656-4772
By E-mail: classified@thetigernews.com

100 HELP WANTED

All Beauty Cosmetics, Inc. is offering a part-time position where you
can earn extra income at your own
flexible schedule plus benefits that
takes only a little of your time.
Requirements: Should be computer
literate, 1-2 hours access to the
Internet weekly, must be efficient
and dedicated. Contact us with your
resume for more details and job
information @ eheatherallbeautycos@gmail.com. Hurry... Don't wait!
This great opportunity is limited, so
contact All Beauty Cosmetics, Inc.
today!

3 p.m. Tuesday

By Phone: (864) 656-2167

EVENTS

Been to the "Zone"? Check out
the ASC Tutor Zones and the free
tutoring schedule at www.clemson.
edu/asc.

Check out our website and make an
appointment to see a home today.
Slann Property Management, LLC
408 College Avenue, Clemson, SC 29631
864.654.1007 phone 864.654.1008 fax
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OPINIONS
Bath salts banned?

STEPHANE REY/art director

Hearing of bath salts like Ivory Wave,
Bolivian Bath, Red Dove and Vanilla
Sky probably either engenders thoughts
of soothing, exfoliating baths in your mind or
leaves you with a blank look on your face. You
may know that bath salts can soften both water
and rough skin. What you likely do not know is
the aforementioned bath salts, despite being sold
legally in stores, are used not only for bathing
purposes but also for getting high.
These bath salts are designer drugs
containing stimulants like mephedrone and
methylenedioxypyrovalerone (MDPV). Side
effects vary with the slight differences in the
chemical structure of the bath salts, but chest
pains, hallucinations, severe agitation, paranoia
and suicidal behaviors are common. As
undesirable as these side effects may be, strong
cravings can send users back for more, sometimes
with tragic results.
After getting high on bath salts, chronic drug
abuser Neil Brown took a knife to his face and
stomach for reasons he could not later explain.
Brown's mutilations are far from the only or even
the worst of the negative effects linked to bath
salt abuse. Suicides, hundreds of poison control
center calls and ER visits have resulted from use
of these drugs.
Given such horrendous effects, it is hardly
surprising that states like Louisiana and Florida
have already banned these bath salts and that
several more states are following suit Even
the Drug Enforcement Agency and federal
government are considering making bath salts
illegal. But what about the states that still allow
these kinds of bath salts to be legally sold? Are the
governments of these states just lazy and content
to let the citizenry come to harm through the
abuse of legal designer drugs?
While we can only speculate as to their exact

Should the government be
regulating potentially harmful
household items that get you high?

motives, we can logically assess the soundness
of the course of action they take. Here at The
Tiger, our assessment is that states where bath
salts are still legal have chosen a better path
than states that have banned them. This is not to
suggest that we support the use of these designer
drugs; on the contrary, we acknowledge the
serious health risks posed by bath salts and highly
discourage everyone reading this article from
even considering getting high off of them. These
are dangerous substances that should be avoided.
Nevertheless, we believe making such
substances illegal is not the best course of action
for governments to take. Although the intentions
of laws banning designer drugs are certainly of
the best sort, several unintended effects make
these laws ill advised. For instance, consider the
results of the 18th Amendment, which enacted
a prohibition against the manufacture, sale and
transportation of alcohol in the US.
While making alcohol illegal deterred strictly
law-abiding citizens from purchasing spirits,
many others wanted liquor all the more because
it was forbidden. People still drank and got drunk;
they just did so by means of bootlegging. Thus,
while the dramatic decrease in inebriation sought
by the 18th Amendment did not occur, there was
a significant increase in crime and gang violence
as a result of the profitable boodegging racket
that sprang up. Brutal gangsters like Al Capone
and "Hymie" Weiss rose to prominence, and
organized crime flourished thanks to Prohibition.
The ratification of the 21st Amendment, which
repealed the 18th, marked the government's
recognition of Prohibition's complete failure in
eliminating alcohol abuse.
Sadly, laws against bath salt abuse would
probably fare little better. These laws would
make bath salts seem all the more appealing to
addicts looking for bigger and better highs, as

a banned drug presumably has strong effects.
Furthermore, those who abuse drugs as a form
of rebellion are considerably more drawn to
illegal substances than legal ones. After all, how
is legally doing drugs rebellious? It is the danger
involved in contempt of court that makes taking
LSD seem cooler and more "badass" than eating
legal morning glory seeds, even though the two
produce similar effects.
Moreover, making bath salts illegal might
keep them out of shops, but it will not keep them
off the streets. If there is a demand for bath salts,
there will be a supply, whether legal or illegal.
Unfortunately, an illegal supply would likely
be accompanied by an increase in violence as
criminals vie for control of the lucrative market.
Just as boodeggers murdered over booze during
Prohibition, so do gangsters kill over drugs today.
Another negative consequence of laws
banning bath salts is such laws will increase
awareness of these drugs, which may result in
increased use of them. (The irony of writing an
article that both raises awareness of bath salts and
criticizes laws for raising awareness of bath salts
does not escape us. However, we trust the students
of Clemson to know better than to abuse these
substances, given the harmful effects described
above.) Using special bath salts to get high is a
recent phenomenon, and many Americans are
unaware that such bath salts exist. The press
coverage resulting from efforts to ban these drugs
will make their presence known, reducing the
number of people who do not abuse bath salts
simply due to a benign ignorance of them.
Moreover, bath salts are just one of a
multitude of mind-altering substances yet to be
uniformly banned. Inhalants like spray paint and
glue are easily accessible to adults and minors
alike. Common medications such as aspirin and
sleeping pills can be abused. Alcohol, well known

to harm one's health and impair drivers, is legal
for adults and popularly abused.
In the end, there are just too many hazardous
products to ban. One way or another, people who
want to abuse drugs will do so, and government
attempts to dispel substance abuse through laws
and regulations are futile. Given our colossal debt
and the innumerable problems facing our country,
neither our federal nor our state governments have
time or money to lose in vain attempts to end
America's drug problems.
The only way for the public to avoid the
negative aspects of drug use is for individuals to
decide to not use drugs. People have to assess the
costs substance abuse can exact on their lives and
consider the crime and violence caused by the
drug trade. Then people can decide if they think
getting high is worth whatever harm might come
to them and any bloodshed caused by the drug
dealers whose salaries they are helping pay.
If the public decides abusing drugs is not
worth so high a price, then demand will dry up
and supply will follow. If, on the other hand,
people feel the joys of getting high outweigh the
consequences, then the persistent demand for
drugs will ensure that a supply exists, regardless
of the government's policies. The law of supply
and demand will always trump the laws of state,
meaning attempts to ban substances like bath
salts are futile at best and counterproductive
and wasteful at worst The government should
recognize the limits of its power, and we the
people must accept that we have the responsibility
to do what the government cannot
The opinions expressed in the above editorial are written
by the opinions editor and represent the majority opinion
of The Tiger editorial board. In representing the majority
view, the staff editorials may not represent the individual
view of any particular member.
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Brittany Chisholm

Katherine Starling

"I think it is a great
idea. However,
I don't know of
any way that they
could
actually regulate
the purchase of
those products."

"Yes... It may be a
little more hassle
... but if it protects
one person then it
should be done."

"No, the
government
regulates too many
things as it is."

"Yes, not
everyone will
research potentially
harmful household
items thus
the government
should intervene."

"Yes, for the simple
fact that people
under 13 shouldn't
be buying that
stuff."
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Taking a break from society

...And justice for all

SENIOR STAFF

Editor in Chief
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Columnist

the law. But it is blind, impartial
enforcement of the law that fails. It
tacitly supports the stronger party,
shielding perpetrators by refusing
to label them as such.
This foundation of impartiality
and legal methodology allows
white-collar criminals and wealthy
individuals like O.J. Simpson to buy
"justice." Our initial suspicion must
always be against the powerful:
not because the weak are always
innocent, but because the powerful
have the ability to produce and
plausibly defend ideologies that
speciously justify their power.
I'm not saying the law is
unnecessary; on the contrary, law
is vital to enforcing justice. It lends
objectivity to what would otherwise
be a completely subjective force
wielded by powerful individuals.
The law exists to protect and defend
the principles of justice in a corrupt
and partisan world. But when the
individuals expected to enforce
the law go beyond their authority
to personally reinterpret it (i.e.,
judicial activism), then we have
an issue. When those same judges
are also unwilling to recognize the
context and purpose for which the
law was written, we have a disaster.
The more global and sweeping
justice is, the more injustice it
inflicts. When justice remains
objectively universal, it always lets
down individuals.
Consequently,
the
law
will always silence someone,
somewhere,
and
the
most
wretched acts will thrive under the
protection of the name "justice."
Unfortunately, the human ability
to agree on justice will always
fall short of the human inability to
prevent injustice.
Until the most litigious nation
in the world recognizes that justice
is about reconciliation rather than
retribution and people rather than
principle, sects like the Westboro
Baptist Church will continually be
permitted to engage in unjust acts
of hate and slander, and innocent
people will be defenseless in the
blind eyes of the law.
Unless our judicial system
returns to favoring justice over
statute, the Constitution will
forever remain document that
grants freedom from decency,
responsibility and integrity instead
of being a promise guaranteeing
liberty and justice for all.

On March 10,2006, Westboro
Baptist Church picketed the
funeral of Marine Lance
Corporal Matthew Snyder with
hateful signs displaying messages
like "Thank God for 9/11" and
"God Hates Fags." Two months
later, the Snyder family sued the
church on grounds of defamation,
invasion of privacy and intentional
infliction of emotional distress,
and Westboro leader Fred Phelps
was found guilty on the latter two
counts in late 2007. But in early
March of this year, the United
States Supreme Court declared the
decision unlawful. In an 8-1 ruling,
the appointed pinnacle of wisdom
in our nation sided with free speech
over decency, law instead of justice.
Unfortunately, this decision is only
one in a series of unjust precedents,
and it won't be the last.
Law and justice are not the
same, yet over time our judicial
system has come to recognize the
two as equal. Engraved in stone
on the west facade of the Supreme
Court building are the words,
"Equal justice under the law." This
sentence alone tells us that justice
and law are not the same, that the
law is a set of rules used to regulate
the actions of citizens and enforce
justice. However, when we enforce
the law without reason, we throw
justice out the window.
To rectify such issues, we
simply need to understand what
justice is. The age-old principle
of justice is "to render unto each
person his or her due," but we often
fail to understand that what is due
to each person is to seek his or her
good.
In the case of Westboro
Baptist Church, the law sided with
precedent and unsound principle
over circumstance and individuals.
No man, woman or child in this
nation should believe that Westboro
has a right to defame others. What
is the purpose of law if not to
uphold some standard of decency?
In safeguarding our freedoms,
should law not also protect the
vulnerable from the powerful, the
honest from the militant?
A common personification of
justice is Justitia, the blindfolded
goddess holding scales and a
ZAK JAMES is a junior majoring in
sword. Her blindness symbolizes
her impartiality, her scales the
health science. Email comments to
fair and equitable treatment under
opinions@TheTigerNews.com.
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I hate when cyclists ride on the sidewalk, or the
road. You're not a pedestrian or a car. Get in your
own lane.
Only having to press enter for comments on
Facebook is terrible!
I hate when a couple walks
really slowly in front of me
since they have to concentrate
on each other so much.
My lab teacher yells
at me for coloring?
Really?
^k Want to rant? Send
^A your rants to
jP
letters@
thetigernews.com.
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I wish my dog
had a snooze
button.

*

PERRY ROGERS

Columnist
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should take my life in general. This
societal detox helped me become a
better person all around. It made
me realize just how harmful things
like Facebook and Twitter can be.
Without the constant noise of gossip and rumors, life is much more
pleasurable.
I wish everybody could just
detach from society for a few days
and find out who they are in this
world. It was nice not to have
Facebook, TV, blogs, video games
or even other people around for a
short time.
I don't think being alone would
be fun for long, but it was nice for
a day at least. I think some people
simply get caught up with everybody else's lives before they really
think about their own.
The absence of anything material also taught me to enjoy the
simple things. The truth is, you
don't need all the material things
in this world. You need food, water
and shelter to survive, and not
much else. It's a nice privilege
to have all the expensive things
around, but they really just aren't
necessary.
If I had the knowledge to live
off the land, I totally would. The
five days I spent out there was one
of the most rewarding times of my
life, even if it was one of the most
painful (from walking 76 miles
in Chacos with a 40-pound pack
on my back). "Hike the Foothills
Trail" is now crossed off my bucket list; now to cross off "Hike the
Appalachian Trail" and see where
that takes my life.

This year for spring break,
I wanted to do something
totally awesome, something I would remember for the
rest of my life. I looked over my
bucket list for things that could
be completed in less than a week
and decided "Hike the Foothills
Trail" was the best option. I've
been a fan of the outdoors my
whole life; backpacking and
camping were the only reasons
I stayed in Boy Scouts through
high school. I've hiked portions
of the Foothills Trail before and
had a great time in the process,
so some friends and I decided to
spend four days of spring break
hiking as much of it as we could.
The trip started out well from
Table Rock. We hiked roughly
12 miles a day all the way to
Upper Whitewater Falls. At that
point, I left the three other guys
hiking with me and continued on
by myself for the last 29 miles
of trail. This 29-mile trek, even
though it only lasted a little over
24 hours, proved to be one of the
most rewarding and interesting
experiences of my life.
Since I was alone, all I could
do was think and listen to my
iPod. I'm pretty sure I worked
out about 99% of my problems
in this small time period just by
thinking deeply and continually
about them. I decided my major
should definitely be communica- PERRY ROGERS is a freshman majoring
tions, I worked out all my girl sit- in communication studies. Email comuations, and I figured out where I ments to letters@TheTigerNews.com.
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Dear Editor,
Education is important. While
school can be frustrating and at
times seem pointless, I think it
is safe to say that we all appreciate the fundamental value and
significance of learning. The ultimate goal of gaining a college
degree is to become a functional
and beneficial citizen, and one
important way of achieving this
goal is to know what's going
on around you. This is where
news and journalism play such
a vital role in society. In order
to be a good citizen, one has to
be aware of current events. One
must be acquainted with events
taking place in their town, state
and even country. These events all
affect our lives, directly or indirectly, whether we acknowledge
it or not.
Here at Clemson, The Tiger
has been in the business of informing and educating the university
and surrounding community since
1907. As South Carolina's oldest college newspaper, The Tiger
has witnessed many changes in
the university and the world as
a whole. During this time, it has
committed itself to providing relevant and accurate information,
allowing readers to form valid
opinions and have a working
knowledge of the day's top issues
and stories.
For the last year, The Tiger
has been led by Ms. Stephanie
Burns. As Stephanie's time at
The Tiger and Clemson draws
to a close, I want to take a brief
moment to acknowledge her hard

work and thank her for her tireless
pursuit of quality journalism in
South Carolina. Serving as editorin-chief for over 20 issues and
in other roles for the three years
prior, Stephanie has worked tirelessly to continue and build upon
The Tiger's historical foundation
and unique place in the Clemson
community.
As the editor-in-chief of the
university's "other" newspaper,
The Tiger Town Observer, I have
had the privilege of working with
Stephanie and the other Clemson
Student Media leaders for the past
year and have nothing but respect
for the high caliber publication
that Stephanie and her staff tirelessly pour over each and every
Wednesday night, ensuring that
everything is set for students to
pick up their papers on Friday
morning. The dedication, loyalty
and helpfulness Stephanie has
provided during her time here
have been invaluable, and I personally thank her for her commitment to professional journalism
and to Clemson University.
From One Tiger to Another,
Wes Watt
Letters should be no longer than
400 words. Feedback from our website
may also be considered for publication.
Submissions must include the author's
name, number or email address, hometown, class and major. All submissions
will be checked for authenticity and
may be edited for clarity and grammar.
Space considerations may result in
submissions being held for later publication. The Tiger reserves the right to
print or edit all submissions.

Air Rifle Club wins second straight national championship
SECTION

Schwartzel wins Masters Tiger's Sunday run falls short Page C2
NHL Playoffs: Time to grow out the playoff beards. Page C5
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SCHEUULE
BASEBALL
Friday 4/15
Boston College @ 2:30 p.m.
Chestnut Hill, Mass.
Saturday 4/16
Boston College @ 1:30 p.m.
Chestnut Hill, Mass.
Sunday 4/17
Boston College @ Noon
Chestnut Hill, Mass.
Wednesday 4/20
Georgia @ 7:00 p.m.
Athens, Ga.

MEN'STENNIS
Friday 4/15
Virginia @ 3 p.m.
Charlottesville, Va.
JAY INGLES
Sunday 4/17
Virginia Tech @ 1 p.m.
Biacksburg, Va.

MrRACK&FIELP
Thursday 4/21
ACC Championships
@ All day
Durham, N.C

ROWING
Saturday 4/16
Southern California
@ All day
Charlottesville, Va.
Sunday 4/17
UCLA @ 9 a.m.
Charlottesville, Va.

SPORTS EDITOR

Roderick McDowell and Demont Buice each
rushed for at least 100 yards to lead the Orange
Team past the White Team 25-13 in Clemson's
annual Orange and White Game last Saturday.
Success on the ground was the theme of the
game, as D.J. Howard also ran for 97 yards on
11 carries for the White Team. Returning starter
Andre Ellington did not play and is still recovering from the season-ending injury he suffered last
year.
An estimated crowd of 25,000 attended the
game, likely intrigued by new offensive coordinator Chad Morris' high-tempo offense. Morris
came to Clemson after just one season at Tulsa,
where his Golden Hurricane offense averaged
more than 500 yards and 40 points per game.
The Tigers' offensive pace under Morris was
noticeably faster, and there were 22 more plays
run than last year's game. Head coach Dabo
Swinney said that Clemson still wants to pick up
the pace.
"People saw that we will run a fast-paced of-

fense this coming season, but we really would like
to go faster," Swinney said.
Tajh Boyd threw for 114 yards on 8 of 24 passing for the Orange Team. He connected with
Dwayne Allen from 10 yards out with 5:05 to
play for the game's lone passing touchdown.
Allen had three catches for 43 yards, and DeAndre Hopkins caught four passes for 54 yards to
lead the Orange Team.
Incoming freshmen Cole Stoudt and Tony
McNeal split time at quarterback for the White
Team.
Stoudt completed just six passes on 22 attempts
but had a couple of long completions. McNeal
was 3 of 7 passing for 33 yards.
Marquan Jones was tops on the White Team
with three catches for 71 yards, and Jaron Brown
had three for 59.
Redshirt freshman Desmond Brown had seven
tackles to lead the Orange Team, while sophomore Martin Jenkins added five. Justin Parker
picked off a Stoudt pass for the only interception
of the game.
Jonathan Meeks led the way for the White
Team with seven tackles, and redshirt freshman

Garry Peters recorded six stops. Kourtnei Brown
and Quandon Christian each had five tackles.
The Orange Team led 13-0 after the first quarter thanks to touchdown runs from Boyd and
Buice.
After Stoudt completed a 45-yard pass to Jones,
Howard ran it in from a yard out to put the White
Team on the board.
The Orange Team put two more points on the
board before halftime when McNeal had to bat
a bad snap out of the back of the end zone for a
safety.
Spencer Benton nailed a 50-yard field goal in
the third quarter to extend the Orange Team's
lead 18-7.
Mansa Joseph scored for the White Team in the
fourth to cut the deficit to five, but the Orange
Team responded with an 80-yard drive that culminated with Allen's touchdown.
"Today finished a good spring practice for us,"
Swinney said. "It was a physical spring and today
was a physical game, but there were no new injuries and that was important. Now we start an important summer workout period before we start
back with practice in August."

Tigers take
two of three
Pitching improves as Clemson wins series.
SPENCER POWELL
STAFF WRITER
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The Clemson baseball team scored
25 runs this past weekend and won
two out of three home games against
the Maryland Terrapins.
The Tigers put on an offensive
show during Friday's 12-3 win. Brad
Miller, continuing his success from
earlier in the week, went 3-for-4
with a single, a double and a triple.
The game marked Clemson's ninthstraight victory at Doug Kingsmore
Stadium.
Dominick Leone started the game
for the Tigers and pitched 4 2/3 innings, striking out six batters. He
was removed from the game-in the
fifth, however, and did not qualify
for the win. Jonathan Meyer came
on in relief and pitched four innings
of shutout ball to earn his second
win.
The second inning proved to be
ft«ftft.ft-*ft>»>t<«ft ft ft ««3» 1*« I i ft. T. « T

the key inning offensively for the
Tigers. Miller started the inning
off with a single and Chris Epps
followed with a walk. Two batters
later, Will Lamb hit an infield single
to score both runners and give the
Tigers the early lead. After Lamb
advanced to third on a stolen base
and passed ball, Jason Stolz walked
to put runners on the corners for
the Tigers with one out. Lamb then
scored on a John Hinson single. The
next batter, Phil Pohl, hit a grounder
to short that led to an out at second.
However, second baseman Ryan
Holland made a bad throw to first
on the same play, allowing Stolz to
score. Jeff Schaus then capped off
the inning with a single that scored
Pohl and gave the Tigers a 5-0 lead.
After finding themselves down
6-0 in the fifth, the Terrapins made
an offensive push of their own. Tim
.ree.BASEBALL^ageC6

Clemson pitcher Scott Weismann looks in for the sign against Maryland on
Sunday at Doug Kingsmore Stadium. *
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• 3 & 4 Bedrooms
• Condo & TownhonKS-sftie
floorplans
* Private rkahrooms
• WjIk-mClosets
• SUmlcss Sod Appliances
•GranitcCouniertops
• Washer & DrytT

•Computer ton
•Rich Speed Internet
Available
• Lagoon-Siyk Pool
• Tanning Beds
•Fitness Center
•Volleyball Court
• CAT Bus Route

|f# CtosestUpscal e Student Housing
■r to Clemson University!

^"•"
•U&4-Suilc
Condominiums
• Private Balhrooms
♦Washcr& Dryer in
each unit
• High Speed Internet
Available
• Computer lab

• 4 Bedroom, 4 Bath Condos
• Walk-in Closets
•Stainless Steel Appliances
• Granite Counlertops

•Ample Parking
• Volleyball Court
•Basketball Court
•Poolffc Fitness toiler
• Tanning Bed
• Barbcquc Picnic Area
• Gas Grills

Available
• WashcrS Dryer
• lagoon Style Pool
• Lazy lagoon River
'StudyAreaSGame Room

• Tanning Beds
•Fitness toiler
•Sand Volleyball Court
• Private Shuttle to Campus
•Manned & Gated
Entrance
• 7-acre Green Space
• 4 Minutes from Clemson's
Campus
• Pet-Friendly

OTHER FEATURED PROPERTIES

Plus many more popular locations

•
*
•
*

• Houses, Tollhouses
S Apartments
• 1,2,3, & 4 Bedroom
• Furnished & Unfurnished

Till man Place
Oak Crest
Cedarwoods
Lakecrest

*
*
•
*

Campos West
Fort Hill Commons
Village Green
Heritage Place

•
♦
•
•

www.APMClemson.com

864.654.3333

Daniel Square
South Ridge
University Place
College Heights

• Pels allowed in select
properties
• Many Locations within
ice to campus

/1DMTAGE PROPERTY
AGEMENTl
391 College Ave.. Suite 202. Clemson. SC 29631

On April 30th of last year, athletic director Terry Don Philips announced that Clemson was cutting
its men's and women's swimming
teams.
Philips said the decision was made
because the administration did not
want to spend money on a new pool,
and that, without proper facilities,
the teams could not remain competitive "at the highest level in the
ACC and nationally." The programs
were given two years left to live,
meaning that the upcoming 20112012 academic year will mark the
last season in the history of Clemson
swimming.
After learning that their programs
were on the quick path to extinction, Clemson's swimmers did everything in their power to fight the
decision. A "Save Clemson Swimming & Diving" group on Facebook
attracted over 16,000 members, and
a petition on "saveclemsonswimming.org" collected over 1000 signatures. Many alumni of the programs pledged to donate money to
help build a new pool.
Yet despite all these protests, the
athletic department didn't waver
from its decision to cut the programs. With all of the out-of-pool
protests failing to sway the administration,"Clemson swimmers decided
to protest the decision through their
actions in the pool.
The Clemson athletic department, thought that ,the ..swimming

programs had almost no chance at
competing on a national level without the proper facilities. But the
swimming teams' most recent season, which concluded just under
three weeks ago, proved that the
Tigers most definitely can compete
without the proper facilities. The
men's swimming team finished the
season with a No. 25 national ranking in the final dual meet rankings and a 25th-place finish at the
NCAA Championships in Minneapolis, Minn. The men's and women's
teams also did very well in the classroom and boast excellent GPAs. The
average GPA for the men's team last
fall was 22nd in the country, while
the women's team had the fourthbest average GPA in the nation.
The men's team put on a phenomenal performance at the ACC
Championship meet, winning three
championships and setting 11 school
records. Sophomore Eric Bruck won
the ACC championship and set a
school record in the 50-meter freestyle (he would later go on to finish
14th nationally). Junior Chris Dart
won the ACC championship in the
200-meter backstroke (finishing
26th nationally). Bruck and Dart,
in addition to juniors Seth Broster
and Mark Schindler, were members
of Clemson's Conference Championship 200-yard medley team. The
men's team also fielded a 400 freestyle relay team of Bruck, Reinke,
Broster and Dart that finished just
51 hundredths of a second out of
the national finals, finishing in 17th
place.
Three ACC Championships, 11
shattered school records and a 25thplace finish nationally certainly seem
to show that the swimming teams
can compete "at the highest level in
the ACC and nationally," even without the use of an Olympic-size pool.
It has to be considered an amazing
achievement for a team with substandard facilities to accomplish so
'see SWIMMING pageC3
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Ef^elfTontHndKeTiWong (back) have earned the nation's No. II
Idoubles rank with their recent performance.

The Clemson women's tennis doubles team of
Josipa Bek and Keri Wong is currently ranked
number one in the nation. They are both juniors,
but they did not start playing together until fall
of this year.
"We started the season together in the spring,
but then our coach split us up and we tried playing with different doubles partners," Bek said. In
February, they beat the nation's top-ranked doubles team from the University of Florida.
"We played together until team indoors, and
that was when we beat Florida," said Wong.
"Then we split up after that for four matches. We
were ranked number three, and then after we beat
Florida State, we found out we had moved up to
one. „
National rankings are released every two weeks,
and Bek and Wong have held the number one spot
since March 15.
The pair said that they were not focused on
where they fell in the rankings but on working
their hardest in each and every match.
"But when rankings came out, we were happy
to see our names as number one in the nation,'
Bek said. She and Wong are the highest-ranked
doubles team in Clemson history.
"Our coach thinks that we are a really good
team because I am like a surgeon on the court and
Jo is like a gymnast," Wong said.
"Keri has a good feeling for setting up the
lint, while I try to use the opportunities that she
gives me to finish the point," Bek said. "We try to
use each other's strengths against our opponents."
"After every point we say something to each
other, even if it isn't strategy. We try to say words
of encouragement," Wong said. "Communication

SWIMMING frompageC2
much But the Tigers didn't merely have substandard facilities; they had no facilities.
For most of the season, they didn't have a pool to practice in. Back u, December, a ptpe ,„
the pump room blew, draining the entirety of the pool's watery contents and leavtng Clemson
" ThT'team'ad to ride a bus to Anderson every single day just to practice. The Tigers were
able to ho" just one swim meet all year (back in November agatnst Georgta Tech), and they

C3

is a big deal because there are two people on the
court, and you can't just play by yourself. You
have to play together as a team."
The girls play hard, but they have a lot of fun
as well. One of their favorite memories from the
season together involves a small plastic Shrek toy.
"At All-American, the first big tournament we
played in together, we stayed with a housing family," Wong said. "One morning we got up and
poured Honey Nut Cheerios to eat for breakfast,
and this little plastic Shrek flew out of the box.
Jo decided it was going to be our lucky mascot.
So after every match during All-American, we put
it in between us on the bench. We did so well in
All American that we took it to Regionals, and
then we won Regionals with it also. After that, we
took it to Nationals, and we made it to the semi
finals... and then Jo lost it. And we ended up losing in the finals. Our coach freaked out a little bit
over the missing Shrek toy."
Thankfully, th s pair has found a new good luck
charm, which appears to be working just fine.
"On spring break in Charleston, Jo found this
huge seashell that weighs almost 10 pounds. We
pull it out when we need to," Wong said. "My bag
is much heavier now," added Bek, laughing.
The team admits that the superstitions add a
little fun to the game, but they are not counting
on Shreks or shells to win the national title for
them. They have already been working hard to
prepare for the national tournament, which takes
place in May. Although they are on top now, both
Wong and Bek know firsthand that one match can
change everything.
"Everything is open at Nationals," Bek said.
For now, the pair is enjoying being ranked as
the best doubles team in the country. They hope
that their success will continue for the remainder
of the season.

ment was made, they could have transferred to another school, but they instead opted to keep
working hard and hope that the athletic department would repeal its decision. The coaches,
too, could have jumped ship with the knowledge that they will likely lose their jobs after the
conclusion of next season, but Coach Christopher Ip and his staff elected to continue coaching
in the hope that Terry Don Phillips would change his mind.
The Tiger swimming teams have obviously proven that they are fit to compete at the highest
level despite practically no facilities and an obvious lack of support from the administration. It
doesn't look like the athletic department is going to reverse its decision regarding the fate of the
swimming programs. However, at the very least, they certainly should reevaluate the decision
■ they made and ask themselves: do we. really, want to cut, these .historic, programs?. ; ■.
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IT A DOUBL
ROBBIE TINSLEY
A couple ot week", ago, we said that the Clemson
Air Rifle Club would forever hold a special spot in
the spore's history as inaugural winners of a competiii\e national championship. Now the distinction is a
bit moic obvious, as the team owns the first two spots
on that list.
On Saturday, Clemson hosted the second annual
national championship in Charleston at the Citadel
Military .Vademy. Nine of the top 10 schools, based
on qualification, were able to compete as well as indh i.lnal competitors from six other universities from
as far wist as New Mexico and as far north as Wisconsin Oshkosh. The lone lop-10 absentee was Ivy
League powerhouse Princeton University.
After the special guest, former Remington CEO
and Clemson HOI chairman Bill Hendrix, fired
the ceremonial first shot out of a cannon outside
the range, the Tigris went to work defending their
crown. For team events, the scores of the schools' top
four shooters wen counted toward their total.
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Great value.
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Thanks in large part to the efforts of sophomore
Dylan Smith, who led the team with a score of 570
and finished second in the tournament, the Tigers
were able to hold off Penn State University and retain their title. The final scores read Clemson 2218,
Penn State 2184 and West Virginia and North Georgia sharing the final spot on the podium with 2174.
"We are obviously very excited about winning Nationals again and hope it will continue to help with
publicity, funding [and] support," said Smith.
Smith's scores were good enough to land a spot on
the second Ail-American team, which was created by
averaging all of the shooters from all schools' nationals scores with their qualifiers and ranking the top
eight (2 teams of 4). Apart from Smith, sophomore
Trey Jordan finished second on the team with 570,
while sophomore Erin Gotterbaum and senior Eugene Diefenbach shot a 548 and 544, respectively.
"I just want to thank all of our team sponsors.
Without them, we wouldn't have had a chance to repeat. We really owe it all to you," said Gotterbaum,
who also mentioned that they will be recruiting for
next semester.
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PLAYOFFS

STAFF WRITER

The 2010-2011 NHL season has
come and gone, and the Stanley Cup
playoffs are about to get underway.
With the first round of the playoffs
set to start, let's take a look at who
might be hoisting Lord Stanley's
Cup come early June.
The Vancouver Canucks are
matched up with the defending
Stanley Cup Champion Chicago
Blackhawks in the first round.
The Canucks have a two-headed
monster along their front line with
twin brothers Henrik and Daniel
Sedin. They also boast one of the
best net-minders in the league in
Roberto Luongo, who led the NHL
with 2.20 goals allowed per game.
The Blackhawks counter with Patrick Kane and Jonathan Toews, two
of the best young forwards in the
NHL.
Goaltending will be a concern for
Chicago because Marty Turco is not
playing at the same level he did during his days with the Dallas Stars. I
think the Canucks are going to win
the series in sfxgames.
The No. 2 seed in the Western
Conference, the San Jose Sharks,
will face their fellow California residents, the Los Angeles Kings in the
first round. The Sharks feature one
of the best power plays in the league
and although their defense is some-

what of a liability, the Kings just
don't have the offensive firepower
to challenge the Sharks. L.A.'s most
productive offensive line of Dustin
Penner, Anze Kopitar and Justin
Williams is banged up, with both
Williams and Kopitar injured. The
Kings' inability to put the puck in
the net will hamper their chances of
advancing out of the first round. I
think the Kings will steal a game in
Los Angeles, but the Sharks' home
arena, HP Pavilion (more affectionately known as the Shark Tank) is
one of the toughest buildings to play
in. I think the Sharks take the series
four games to one.
The Detroit Red Wings and the
Phoenix Coyotes square off in the
three seed versus six seed matchup.
The Red Wings have some of the
top offensive players in the league
in center Pavel Datsyuk and winger
Henrik Zetterberg. The Coyotes
hold really no advantages over the
Red Wings with the possible exception of goaltending, as Phoenix's
Ilya Bryzgalov is a top-ten goalie in
the league. Will Bryzgalov's play be
able to carry the Coyotes? I don't see
it happening. I think the Red Wings
win in a four-game sweep.
The last matchup in the Western
Conference pits the fourth-seeded
Anaheim Ducks against the fifthseeded Nashville Predators. The
Predators are one of the best teams
at killing penalties but one of the

SUMMER
WORK
Excellent Pay!
•
•
•
•
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•

Flexible schedules
Start after finals
Customer sales/service
No experience necessary
Can receive internship credit
All majors welcome

All ages 17+, conditions apply
CALL 864-271-7092
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PEACE CORPS TEACHES.
LIVE, LEARN, AND TEACH
IN ONE OF 77 COUNTRIES.
PAID BENEFITS. GRAD FELLOWSHIPS.

APPLY NOW FOR 2012!
www.peacecorps.gov
Coll our Teacher Hotline: 404 562-3460

worst on the power play, whereas the
Ducks are one of the best teams on
the power play but are not very efficient in the penalty kill. Anaheim's
top two lines are tremendous, but
will they be able to score enough
goals to win games?
The Predators are one of the best
defensive teams in the league and
are led by defensemen Shea Weber
and Ryan Suter. The Ducks' starting
goalie, Jonas Hiller, has been injured
recently, and his health for the playoffs remains uncertain. This is one
of the most evenly-matched series,
but I think the Ducks advance in six
games.
Now let's look at the Eastern Conference, where the top-seeded Washington Capitals are matched up
against the New York Rangers. The
Rangers will be without Ryan Callahan for the playoffs after he suffered a broken ankle late in the season. The Capitals get a large chunk
of their offense from their first line
of Alex Ovechkin, Nicklas Backstrom and Alexander Semin, but
the Capitals' defense has improved
this year. The Rangers have a more
balanced offensive attack with five
20-goal scorers, but the loss of Callahan will slow it down somewhat.
The area where the Rangers hold a
large advantage is goaltending. Henrik Lundqvuist is a Vezina Trophy
candidate. I see this series being a

lot closer of a series than people expect; It will to go seven games with
the Rangers advancing to the second
round.
The Philadelphia Flyers earned
the second seed in the Eastern conference and will square off with the
Buffalo Sabres in the first round.
The Flyers led the Eastern conference in goals scored this season,
while Buffalo was eighth in goals
allowed. The Flyers feature one of
the deepest offensive attacks in the
NHL.
The Sabres also have a strong offensive attack, but the Philadelphia
defensemen might be too much for
Buffalo. The Sabres hold the edge in
goaltending with Ryan Miller. They
might steal a game in Buffalo due to
outstanding play in goal from Ryan
Miller, but I don't think Buffalo will
be able to put enough points on the
board. The Flyers win the series in
five games.
The third seed versus sixth seed
matchup features a pair of original
six teams in the Boston Bruins and
Montreal Canadiens. The Canadiens boast one of the more solid defensive units in the NHL, but they
have been blown out a few times
this season, including twice to Boston. The Bruins play good defense
but are not very deep, and the Canadiens offense can score with anyone
in the league. This series features

perhaps one of the best goaltending
matchups with Tim Thomas for the
Bruins and Carey Price for the Canadiens. Montreal made a run to the
conference finals last season, and I
believe they have a shot to get there
again. I think they advance after
seven games.
The fourth-seeded Pittsburgh
Penguins and the fifth-seeded Tampa Bay Lightning are the last matchup of the first round. The Lightning
are one of the best scoring teams
with Steven Stamkos and Martin St.
Louis, but they are also one of the
worst in allowing goals. The Penguins have a strong, balanced offensive attack and could be putting the
puck in the net a lot if the Lightning
defense remains lackluster. The Penguins also feature the better goaltender in Marc-Andre Fleury. If Sidney
Crosby plays for the Penguins, it
will be a huge boost to the team. If
Tampa Bay can score enough goals,
they could make this an interesting
series. However, if the Lightning
struggle in getting the puck past
Fleury, then this series could be over
fast. I think Pittsburgh wins this series in six games.
Ultimately, I think the Stanley
Cup finals will match the Detroit
Red Wings against the Philadelphia
Flyers and the Flyers will win the
series in six games and avenge last
season's Stanley Cup loss.

Perform Better.

CLEMSON
Sports Medicine & Rehabilitation
NEW LOCATION OPENING IN
FEBRUARY ON HWY. 93
next to Gold's Gym!!
Muscle or joint pain slowing your
performance? Running not quite up to par?
We specialize in running and sports
performance enhancement, as well as
treatment of orthopaedic injuries:
• Muscle Strains & Joint Sprains
• Running Analysis
• Running Related Ankle, Knee,
Hip Pain/Instability
• Custom Foot Orthotics to Address Foot &
Arch Impairments
• Hand Therapy & Custom Splinting|
• Aquatic Therapy

Heather Cumbie, PT, ATC
Director of Physical Therapy
Hwy. 93 Location
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BASEBALL from page CJ
Kiene hit a one-out single to right field to open the rally. Austin Kilbourne followed with a single to left to move a runner
into scoring position. The next batter, Korey Wacker, guided a
single through the left side of the infield to score Kiene. Leone
then walked the next batter to load the bases for the Terrapins.
Two batters later, Holland singled up the middle to score Kilbourne and Wacker and cut the deficit to 6-3.
Clemson tacked on four runs in the sixth inning and two
more in the seventh. Maryland's hitters, on the other hand,
could not get a handle on Meyer. He gave up just two hits and
struck out five batters.
The Tigers continued to score runs in Saturday's game and
had dominating performances from pitchers Scott Firth and
David Haselden. Neither allowed a run, and Clemson cruised
to a 7-0 victory.
Firth gave up just two hits in six innings and earned the win
to improve his record to 3-0. Haselden relieved Firth in the
seventh and finished the game for the Tigers. He struck out
three batters and gave up only one hit.
The game started off with a shaky first inning for the Tigers. Maryland loaded the bases after Firth walked three batters
and threw a wild pitch. However, the righty managed to settle
down and retire two straight batters to end Maryland's only
real scoring opportunity of the game.
Clemson's offense gave Firth some early run support and put
up four runs in the first inning. Richie Shaffer hit an RBI

guys. The Spurs have an aging Duncan, a less-explosive Tony
Parker, the disintegrating knees of Antonio McDeyess and
a less-than-impressive Richard Jefferson, yet they still came
away with 60-plus wins. Chicago has Rose, Luol Deng, Carlos Boozer and Kyle Korver all of whom are younger than
San Antonio's centerpieces. I hate this phrase, but the Spurs
"play the game the right way," and their first-place finish certifies that.
NBA Eastern Conference Champions: Miami Heat
NBA Western Conference Champions: L.A. Lakers
NBA Champions: Miami Heat — Given the way some of
the teams in the East have been playing, the Heat will have
no problem getting to the Eastern Conference Finals. If the
Celtics aren't careful, they could very well lose to a surging
Knicks team in the first round. The rest of the way is clear
for the Heat until they reach the Eastern Conference Finals
against the Bulls. I have a strong feeling that will be an ESPN
Classic type of series, with Rose and James going back and
forth for seven straight games. I see the combination of Wade
and James being too much for Chicago, and when L.A. gets
to the finals again (sigh), their tired legs from three straight
Finals appearances won't be able to keep up with Miami's
athleticism. I'll take Miami in six games.
For basketball fans, the next 10 years look awfully promis
ing. The NBA hasn't been this deep in talent in a while, and
most of the best players are here to stay. Sure, we have been
spoiled by guys like Dirk, Nash, Duncan, Kobe, Shaq, Pierce
and Allen, to name a few, but think about the next wave
of NBA superstars. There's LeBron, Wade, Dwight Howard,
Carmelo Anthony, Westbrook, Deron Williams, Chris Paul,
Derrick Rose, Durant, Kevin Love, Monta Ellis, Stephen
Curry, Blake Griffin and John Wall. All of these players are
25 or under, and with the way Dirk, Nash, Kobe, etc. have all
played at a high level into their mid-30s, there is no reason
to think that any of these guys won't be around for at least
another 10 years. The best part of all: try to name one player
out of any of that next generation who has serious character
concerns like an Iverson or a Marbury. You can't. This new
swath of players is talented, and they don't carry the baggage
of the previous generation.

single to left to score Hinson and give the Tigers their first run
of the game. Miller immediately followed that with his second
double of the series to score two more runs. Will Lamb then
drove in Miller with a single to right to establish a 4-0 lead.
After Schaus scored on a passed ball in the fifth, Pohl belted
a two-run homer in the sixth to score the final two runs of the
game.
The Tigers suffered a tough loss on Sunday, 7-6. Designated
hitter Michael Montville singled in the game-winning run for
the Terrapins in the top of the ninth.
Maryland ended its offensive struggles with a sacrifice fly
in the first inning to give them a 1-0 lead. Shaffer and Miller
answered with RBI hits to give Clemson a 2-1 lead in the bottom of the first.
The teams battled back and forth throughout the game. The
Tigers walked three batters in the fourth inning, which led to
Maryland scoring three runs to regain the lead. Miller drove
in a run with a triple and scored in the fifth to help the Tigers
manufacture two runs. Maryland, however, followed with two
more runs in the sixth to take a 6-5 lead. Shaffer managed a
two-out double in the sixth to score Schaus and tie the game
at 6-6.
The score remained knotted at six until the top of the ninth,
when Alfredo Rodriguez led off the inning with a double down
the left field line. Holland's sacrifice bunt moved Rodriguez to
third, and Montville came to the plate and hit the first pitch he
saw for a single to give Maryland its 7-6 lead.
Pohl walked to start the bottom of the ninth. However, the

Tigers suffered a setback when pinch-runner Steve Wilkinson
was forced out at second on a Schaus bunt. Shaffer then drew
a walk to move Schaus into scoring position. Miller struck
out for the second out of the inning. Spencer Kieboom then
grounded out to end the game.
Will Lamb started the game for the Tigers and gave up four
runs before being pulled in the fourth. Afterwards, Scott Weismann came in for a short relief appearance and gave up two
runs in the sixth inning. Alex Frederick suffered the loss, pitching three effective innings before giving up the final run in the
ninth.
The Clemson loss snapped the team's 10-game home win
streak and dropped the Tigers' record to 18-13 overall and 6-9
in the ACC.
Brad Miller racked up 10 hits in the series and was named
National and ACC Player of the Week. The shortstop hit an
astounding .667 for the entire week, including seven RBI and
eight runs scored.
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by ANITA JOHNSON

In the classic movie "Dazed and Confused,"
it is claimed that side one of Led Zeppelin
IV is the best record to get it on to.
However, this sex columnist begs to differ.
Thus, I have created a playlist to get you in
the mood, do the deed and get all around naughty.
Almost all of these songs are universally appreciated
as sexual, seductive tunes.
Foreplay is key to any great sexual adventure;
therefore, you'll need some "warming up" melodies
to help rev up your engines. Songs classified as such
not only help get you in the mood, but also go
great with some pre-sex fooling around. Here are
the top five jams to get all hot and bothered to:
1. "Let's Get It On" by Marvin Gaye
2. "Feel Good" by Michael Buble
3. "Can't Get Enough of Your Love, Babe" by
Barry White
4. "Laid" by Matt Nathanson
5. "Me So Horny" by 2 Live Crew
All of these songs discuss the wanting of
someone and how it feels just before that amazing
climactic moment.
As for that great climactic moment, there
are plenty of tunes to assist the rocking of your
world. However, these songs come in two varieties

depending on your mood. There's "love makin"'
music, and there's "getting down and dirty" tunes.
"Love makin'" music is for when you're with that
specific someone and just want an extremely
sentimental and passionate time. The top five songs
for romancing your partner are:
1. "Your Body is a Wonderland" by John Mayer
2. "Crash Into Me" by Dave Matthews Band
3. "Let's Make Love" by Faith Hill and Tim
McGraw
4. "F*#% Her Gently" by Tenacious D
5. "Lay Lady Lay" by Bob Dylan
These songs will assist in making that moment
one for the record books and a time you'll never
want to forget.
On the other hand, if you're in that I-justwant-to-go-crazy-and-get-laid mood, you'll need
a "getting down and dirty" tune. Whether you're
drunk, pissed oflf or just downright horny, you
basically just want a good rollin' in the hay. Here
are the top five songs to screw to:
1. "Grind On Me" by Pretty Ricky
2. "Closer" by Nine Inch Nails
3. "The Bad Touch" by Bloodhound Gang
4. "Pour Some Sugar On Me" by Def Leppard
5. "I'm a Slave 4 U" by Britney Spears

WSBF 88.1 FM Clemson presents

Springfest

"Getting down and dirty" tunes will seal
that amazing deal so well that you'll never get
any complaints. They will turn your mood
around and leave you totally satisfied, unless
you have really poor taste in pissed off or
drunken sex partners.
Overall, there is a song in
almost any genre to get those
juices flowing and that engine
running. Whether you're
looking for a romantic
night of making love
or a crazy afternoon
delight, there's a song
to listen to while
"doing it."
However, out of all
the songs ever created;
there is only one that
should be played postcoitus to help one cool
down. That song is, and
always will be, "I Just Had
Sex" by the Lonely Island
featuring Akon. Now go rock
out with your iPod out.

Spring Fesf bite

Clemson Scene to Life

TARRIS JOHNSON

April 16th
All day starting at noon
Tiger Park
157 Old Greenville Highway
Clemson, SC
FREIJ with

donation of canned goods
or cash to Clemson Community Care!

www.wsbf.net/springfest
"(...)" MFA Art Exhibit
Lee Hall
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9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
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This Saturday, Clemson's own WSBF radio
station will bring a set of stellar artists to campus
in an effort to encourage the growing collegetown music scene. This year's Spring Festival is
philanthropic in nature, as the event is free with
a donation of canned food or money, which WSBF will give to
Clemson Community Care.
"The caliber of these acts is above the magnitude of last year's
acts. It's our way of bolstering Clemson's music scene, which is
still in its infancy," said WSBF Program Manager Zach Musgrave.
Last year's turnout of hundreds promises an even larger
crowd this year, which is projected to exceed a thousand. With
careful year-long planning, WSBF's hard work is certain to
pay off. Excitingly, this year's act includes Handsome Furs of
Montreal. Handsome Furs is a musical project from the mind of
Dan Boeckner, the vocalist of well-known indie rock band Wolf
Parade.
"This year, Canadian husband-wife electro pop duo
Handsome Furs will be playing a night set, as well as psybient
downtempo DJ/Producer Bluetech. Live electronic band Signal

I WSBF Spring Festival III
I Tiger Park

12 p.m.

SATURDAY

I "SHOW & TELL," BFA
I Art Exibition
I Lee Hall

9 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

Path will be playing two late night sets to keep the festival going
well into the night," said Jordan Young, WSBF's promotions
director. "Springfest also features a number of rock and acoustic
acts, including South Carolina's historical Americana genre, The
Restoration and Richmond-based rock group Marionette. A
number of regional and local artists will be playing throughout
the day."
Of the 17 acts WSBF has signed on to perform this
weekend, few often travel down to the Southeast in order to play.
Handsome Furs is a prime example of this, as Clemson (along
with scene favorites in Portland, Brooklyn and Boston) is one of
just seven U.S. tour stops for them. Surely these odds speak to
WSBF's event planning skills and ability to convince bands that
the Southeast is worth their time.
Musgrave went on to explain that organizing acts in Clemson
is difficult because bands are either big enough to fill Littlejohn or
so small they are only welcome in small bars, such as The Bengal
Tiger downtown.
Thankfully, Springfest promises to breathe fresh air into the
Clemson music scene.

As You Like It
Brooks Center

Zumba Fitness World
Record Attempt
Littlejohn Coliseum

8 p.m.
$10

9 p.m.

MONDAY

THURSDAY
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Down
1. Large body of water
2. Actress Turner
3. Auricular
4. Bonfire
5. In front
6. Decorative cornice
7. First name in jeans
8. Biblical garden
9. Org.
10. Volcanic material
11. Describes a gently cooked
steak
12. Level
13. Equinox mo.
21. Stopwatch-holder
22.
favor
25. Fundamental principle
26. Something drawn out
27. Inane
29. Collection of Hindu
aphorisms
30. Hot time in Paris
32. Craze
33. Remove a covering
34. Genre
36. Bro's counterpart
38. Nav. officer
41. Bit of film, to a photog
42. Prescribed doctrine
43. Pert, to the management of
public wealth
48. Diners
49. Georgia, once: Abbr.
51. "Fighting" Big Ten team
54. They're metered
56. Pertaining to the small
intestine
57. Soft drink
58. Golfer Aoki
59. Tidy, without fault
60. Cube creator Rubik
61. Othello villain
62. Hero
63. Covering for the head
66. Dr. of rap
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32
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I. As of 2010, Pixar has produced eleven feature films.
What was its first one, made in 1995?

66

"
67

68

"
70

"
Across
1. Oscar Madison, for one
5. Cop
10. Very, in Versailles
14. I could
horse!
15. Listens
16. Gutter locale
17. Indigo
18. Santa's aides
19. Get ready
20. Headache and pain reliever
23. Bona
24.
anglais (English horn)
25. Darken
28. Haifa fly
31. Small branch
35. Idolizes
37. Salt Lake City athlete
39. As a female, you could be queen

"
40.
44.
45.
46.
47.
50.
52.
53.
55.
57.
63.
64.
65.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.

or worker
School VIP position
Bump off
Sun talk
Bee or tea
Eye sores
Moo goo
pan
Flip out
Horned viper
Delineate
Insect repellent
Flexible tube
Causing goose bumps
Female servant
Banned apple spray
Spiritual sustenance
Borodin's prince
New Mexico art colony
Impassive

2. "Lara's Theme," which remains to this day one of
the most recognizable music themes for a movie,
was written for which film by the composer Maurice
Jarre?

3. Lords, vassals and fiefs were the three key elements
of which social system?
4. A hypothetical elementary particle that is the subject
of studies using the Large Hadron Collider has
been given what 'divine' name by the mainstream
media?

5. What is the only major planet of the solar system that
takes its English name from Greek mythology?
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The Galley
Restaurant
Fine Waterfront Dining
And Nami Asian Bistro

NOW
HIRING!
Apply in person at
Portman Marina
Lake Hartwell, Anderson
287-3215 or 287-3211
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Great Pay
Flexible Hours
Only 12 Miles From Campus
No Sundays
Evenings Only
Hwy 93 in Ciemson
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* Not valid with any other offer, discount or purchase of gift
] cards. Tax, alcohol and gratuity not included. One offer per
table, per visit. Valid for dine in or take out. Total value not
1 to exceed $3. Good only at this location. Expires 5/31/11
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Spring is here. I know this because
I can no longer wake up without
a stuffed-up nose every morning
(I'm very sorry for making such
unrefined, sinus-clearing noises all
the time, my dear roommate Camille).
Also, I sneeze like there's no tomorrow
every time I step outside. Spring: the time
when I lose an hour of sleep, is also the time
when plant antigens abound in the air.
It's high time to break out the
antihistamines.
But spring also means the return of the
farmers market to Clemson University.
The last time I remember visiting one was
all the way back in October, and I've missed
having the opportunity to buy fresh fruit and
strike up conversations with the great people
there.
On the bright and sunny morning of April
4, I looked up just in time after a sneezing
fit to notice the sign I was walking by. Thus
informed, I made my way over to the first
farmers market of the semester.
It's just the beginning of spring, a fact

evidenced by the dominance of processed
goods on sale: jams, honeys, teas and baked
goods. There wasn't much fresh produce yet,
but I did spot some strawberries on sale.
While I usually go to the farmers market
to buy fruit, I came away with an armful of
baked goods this time.
At one table, a wide array of baked goods
from a gluten-free bakery was on displayed.
I eyed a pale orange-hued cupcake with
interest and asked the man in charge about it.
"That's a tangelo cupcake," he said. "Last
week, my uncle sent us some tangelos from
California."
As I paid for my cupcake, he assured me
that I had made a sound purchase. "We're not
called the Screamin' Good Bakery for nothing!
Try it, and see if you don't agree. Tell us if it's
really screaming good!"
I must say, last week's tangelos from
California make for a very fine cupcake
indeed.
Bagels are not normally my complex
carbohydrate of choice; certainly, I only eat a
few each year.

And yet, when I heard the words "baked
this morning" and "French toast," I was
completely won over. I wanted a French toast
bagel very much, but they only sold bagels
by the half dozen.
It wasn't until I returned to my
dorm room and dumped the heavy
sack on my desk that I realized
just how many Hudson
Bagel Company bagels I
had.
Later that night, the
warm scent of cinnamon
persistently wafted around
my desk as I worked into the wee
hours of the morning.
I then realized that I needn't
worry about finishing all of the
bagels — and indeed, over the next
week, I slowly but surely made my
way through the bag.
Of course, I have now eaten
enough bagels to satisfy my personal
quota for the next five years.
I regret nothing.

ONE
art, one
cause
DOSE VINANE

This past Friday, away
from the down-home
country rowdiness of
the Zac Brown Band
Festival,
the
ONE
Campaign hosted its fifth annual ONE
Art Exhibition in the cozy basementlike DCF building situated underneath
The Bengal Tiger in downtown
Clemson.
ONE Art gathers local artwork,
mostly from students, which they
put on display and sell to the local
community. While supporting local art
may seem like a cause worth supporting
in itself, ONE Art goes beyond that by
raising money for humanitarian issues.
The ONE Campaign is a national
grassroots organization (which was,
in fact, co-founded by Bono) fighting
against poverty and preventable
diseases. This year's ONE Art
concentrated on raising money and
awareness for primary education in
Tanzania. The organization is unique
in that its contributions to global
issues are made with the aid of very
personal gifts. This year's focus had its
roots in the close friendship established
between a student and Tanzania's
Maasai Tribe during a semester abroad.
ONE Art is also directing a portion
of the proceeds to a nonprofit urban
agriculture project, which another
member plans to work with this
summer in Peru.
This exhibition featured all forms
of media: photography, oil paintings
and pencil drawings on all kinds of
canvas, from the conventional to
recycled cardboard and even to jackets.
For those more interested in
musical culture, five musical ensembles
consisting of Bradley Phillips, Austin
Barrett and Paige Wartko, Travisimo
and the Traveling Troubadours, David
Cohen and The Cajun Fortune Teller
Rebellion generously donated their
time and talents to entertain browsers.
If you missed the exhibition but would
like to contribute, contact Spenser
Staub at-sstaub@gxlemson.edu.

Great Amenities
Walk-in closets

GATED

Spacious kitchen

Outdoor Gas
Fireplace

• Granite countertops & island bar

Huge Porches

■ Resort style pool

■ Roommate
Matching

• Putting green

■ Pet Friendly

• Backdoor garbage pick-up

■ Private baths

■ 24 hour monitored security system

• Sand volleyball

864-654-1673 • ChimneyRidgeCU.com
202 Smoke Rise Dr. • Clemson, SC
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Insidious" is the scariest
film to hit theaters this
year.
Thoroughly
creepy
throughout,
this
movie
provides an interesting look
at the oft-ignored sci-fi/fantasy ability of
astral projection. Throw in a little demonic
possession and a creepy-as-hell red door and
you have a film that will leave you screaming
in fear every five minutes.
Don't get me wrong — there are scarier
things out there, but this movie is what
Paranormal Activity 1 & 2 wanted to be.
Usually when you go to see a horror film,
you can predict every event within the first

five minutes, and you know exactly when
everyone will die. "Insidious" took a different
route and stayed away from the unnecessary
gore that we have become so accustomed to in
run-of-the-mill horror films.
There were just enough familiar horror
flick tricks to make it suspenseful without
being cliche, yet the addition of psychological
twists is what makes this movie worth
watching on the silver screen. Rose Byrne
(Renai Lambert) plays her role as the scared
but willful wife very convincingly, but Lin
Shaye (Elise Rainier) captures the screen as the
powerful and fearless medium.
The effects of this movie (mostly set

design and makeup/hair) were key in setting
the mood, and I was very pleased with the
effort they put into this aspect of the movie.
Too many times in horror films slashing up
dumb blondes takes precedent over having a
great-looking set; fortunately, this was not the
case for "Insidious."
David M. Brewer makes his debut as a
Hollywood cinematographer with this movie,
and he and Jennifer Spence (art director) make
a strong team.
The overall look and feel of the movie
was pretty standard, but the astral projection
segments were completely captivating and
horrifyingly chilling.

Seniors' Stow and Ten
DAIGE QLENN

Seniors Amy Morris,
Anthony Lambruschi,
Angela Newman, Sidney
Church
and
Karen
Stritzenger have worked
for the past four years to develop

and create the artwork that will
be exhibited in their Bachelors of
Fine Arts Senior Exhibition. The
exhibition, dubbed, "Show and
Tell," is the fruit of their hard
work, trials and errors, countless

critiques and ever-developing
ideas and concepts. On display
April 18-22 in Lee Gallery at
Clemson University, the exhibit
showcases whimsical
ceramic
creatures, suspensions that are
witty, mesmerizing and nerve
wracking all at the same time,
frozen depictions of decrepit
buildings,
life-size
creatures
tattooed and covered head to
toe with meticulous lines, color
and imagery and magical kinetic
drawings.
This show epitomizes the
statement, "Seeing is believing."
Join the artists on Friday, April
22 from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. in Lee
Gallery for a closing reception
and a night of fine art and
entertainment.
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EGG DONORS NEEDED
The Reproductive Biology Egg Bank is seeking women between the ages of 21 and 30
who would like to donate their eggs to infertile couples who otherwise could not conceive.
Your donation is completely anonymous and compensation of $6000 - $8000 will be paid
for your valuable time.
The advantages of donating to the RBA Egg Bank include:
• Quicker compensation, as no matching is needed
• Donation done at your convenience; no recipient coordination required
• Increased compensation with additional donations
• Decrease in cost for recipients, allowing more women to utilize this technology who
otherwise could not
For more information about our EGG DONATION PROGRAM call 404-843-0579 or visit our
website at www.rba-online.com.

One of the stronger points of the movie
was that the suspense in "Insidious" did not
rely on mere "pop-out-of-nowhere" scare
tactics (although these were employed from
time to time); the way the camera moved and
set the frame allowed for the horror to be both
in your face and hidden within the screen
image at the same time.
This movie may not be the best option
for date night, but if you are looking for
something to make you howl in terror and
paranoid about going to sleep at night, then
this is the movie for you.
I give it a solid 4 out of 5 for a suspenseful
horror film.
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Places to abuse TigerStripe on
campus

Chili's
Phenomenal queso, warm chips and fresh salsa. Chili's
is one of the best places to eat on campus for a variety
of reasons. For starters, it's fairly inexpensive for quite a
full meal. Also, the to-go & call ahead options make it
convenient on the run as well. Plus, it's the only place on
campus you can buy margaritas on your TigerStripe!
'55 Exchange
To people who say you can't make ice cream a meal,
I say watch me. But the best part of the '55 Exchange is
that the food science majors create all the flavors and
the agriculture students make the ice cream. So basically
you are supporting your fellow Tigers by eating ice cream

Einstein Bros. Bagels
Call me crazy, but I love any place that takes the bagel
and uses it as a platform for both lunch and dinner. Plus,
they brew fantastic bold coffee and make delightful
lattes. The downside to Einstein's? They close at 4.1 guess
you win some and you lose some.

Fernow Street Cafe

Femow Street Cafe has it all. The best thing on the
menu is the Bleu Cheese Burger, because our food
science and agriculture students make the bleu
from the cow to the cheese. In fact, they export
40,000 pounds of bleu cheese every year. Fernow is
a great choice for a quick, yet amazing lunch.

Wendy's

Of course the number one spot has to go to the
new guy — or should I say girl — on the block.
Wendy's is the real deal. Burgers, fries, Frosties — you
name it, they've got it. The line has been ridiculously
long the past few weeks, but that's no surprise.
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Spending and Savings Plans
Credit Cards
Checking and Saving Accounts
Money Management
Credit Management Repair

Call for an appointment:
864-656-7337

New hope. New life.
Reproductive Biology Associates

NEW HOPE. NEW LIFE.

fll

1150 Lake Hearn Drive, Suite 400 • Atlanta, GA 30342
404.257.1900 / 888.722.4483
www. rba-online.com

Visit us at:
Clemson University
805 University Union

FAX:
864-656-6668
SFES is a cost-free
and confidential service.
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Last Friday and Saturday nights, Clemson
played host to Grammy Award-winning Zac
Brown Band on the intramural fields. The
shows were parr of the Southern Ground
Music and Food Festival, a three-day event
aptly named for its country music and Southern cuisine.
The festival featured artists from the Southern Ground
Artists Inc., including Nic Cowan, The Wood Brothers,
The Wheeler Boys, Sonia Leigh, Blackberry Smoke and
Levi Lowrey. Folk-pop singer-songwriter Amos Lee and
The Secret Sisters headlined Sunday afternoon.
The event was highly anticipated and Dusty Saine,
the assistant general manager for Littlejohn Coliseum,
estimated that it would attract roughly 25,000 fans.
Clemson Campus Life, Tiger Paw Productions and
Campus Recreation organized the festivities.
Brown experience," fans

had the opportunity to try food dreamt up by the artist
himself, including pork flavored with Zac's Southern
Ground Grub Georgia Clay Spice Rub and Brown Sauce.
In an interview with The Boot, a journalistic
mouthpiece for country music, a participating artist
explained Brown's rationale behind the crowd-engaging
structure of his concert.
"He has complete control, whereas sometimes you
can't do an Eat & Greet at some festivals because there's
no space and it's hard with security or whatever. This one
he has complete control over, and that's where he's going
to shine because he can express himself creatively," Lowrey
said.
And as indicated by the roars and screaming fans heard
over campus this past weekend, the Clemson community
certainly agrees that Zac Brown's festival allows for his
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Clemson Sushi Bar is one
restaurant in Clemson that
often gets overlooked since
it's not located downtown.
Located in the building
next to McDonald's where 3 Spoons
Yogurt just opened, it was next on my list
of places to try.
The entire restaurant was very clean,
and my friend and I enjoyed our booth
towards the back, where we could see
the chefs rolling sushi. While the menus
stayed at the table, I noticed they weren't
sticky at all (which tends to be a pet peeve

of mine in restaurants that use that menu
method).
Now I absolutely love sushi, but I'm
very picky when it comes to what kind
I eat. I'm typically a cooked roll kind of
girl, so I brought along one of my more
adventurous friends, who tries anything at
least once. I decided on the Philadelphia
roll (raw, I know, but the salmon is
smoked), while my friend selected the
rainbow roll and the eel special roll.
The first thing we noticed when our
food was brought to the table was how
HUGE the rolls were. I was accustomed to

the smaller, 1.5 inch-wide rolls, but these
were three times the size and came at a
reasonable price. My roll cost $8.50, and
I was more than pleased with the amount
served, which left me absolutely stuffed
and with one piece left on my plate.
In addition to the ridiculously
awesome size of the rolls, I was also
impressed by how the wasabi was served.
Rather than simply rolling a little ball of it,
they piped the wasabi into a pretty shape
on the plate, making it softer and easier to
manage.
Our waitress informed us that they
have Happy Hour from 4 p.m.-6 p.m.
every day, and they had just put in draft
beers. There's also a lunch special for
$6.99, where you can get one roll from a
select menu along with soup or a seaweed
salad (which I'm sure I'll be snagging in
the near future). I also noticed signs on the
door advertising brown rice sushi, which
is different for the Clemson area. The
restaurant recendy added a Facebook page,
which you can find by searching "Clemson
Sushi Bar."
My friend and I left the restaurant
very impressed and still in awe about how
much quality food we got for our money. I
strongly recommend that you try Clemson
Sushi Bar as soon as possible, and see if it
doesn't change your mind about how sushi
SHOULD be served.
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